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About this Paper
Local food sourcing is focused on brick and mortar, which includes retail markets
such as corner stores, grocery stores, and supermarkets. This paper presents
a case study of a Michigan farmers market with two locations that tailored its
operation and marketing techniques to SNAP audiences.
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Introduction

Strategic partnerships are a tool that can help
businesses improve their bottom line. Developed
with a focus on mutual benefit, strategic partnerships
can help expand an existing customer base, create
access to new customer bases, increase marketing
reach, and build brand awareness among several
other benefits. Looking to a business in Ann Arbor,
Michigan, we see how creative partnerships can
increase produce sales and provide added options
for accepting nutrition incentive programs in grocery
retail stores.

Retailers can use
creative partnerships
to leverage nutrition
incentive programs

In a bustling Michigan college town, the yellow
building with brightly painted red doorway and green
window frames stands out. Metal bins typically found
on farms for feed instead house corn stalks in the
summer, with locally grown product found inside
the bright walls of the “farm stop.” Billed as a “new
model for selling locally grown produce, meats,
and dairy,” Argus Farm Stop offers in-store pick up
or delivery, as well as a weekly seasonal produce
box filled with local products. Their mission is to
source locally, and since opening in 2014 they have
succeeded, paying more than 200 local farmers and
food producers over $8 million and growing their
business to a third location.
While at first one might think this is a resource
available only for those who can afford it,
Argus Farm Stop is innovative in its offering of
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
Electronic Benefits Transfer (EBT). Argus Farm Stop
provides guidelines for how to place an order using
SNAP and other payment options on their website.
Shoppers are directed to first use the online catalog
to guide their purchasing selections and then send
an email to place an order with the appropriate
information. Shoppers can also utilize Double Up
Food Bucks, Michigan’s statewide nutrition incentive
program that allows shoppers to increase their
purchasing power by doubling the value of SNAP
purchases of fruits and vegetables.
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Why creative partnerships?
The COVID-19 pandemic has widely shifted
consumer behaviors and food habits during the
pandemic. Respondents in a recent survey said that
they are more often making food at home, snacking,
thinking about food, and wanting fresh produce than
before the pandemic (International Food Information
Council, 2020). Using creative strategies like offering
local farmers a consignment-based sales channel
can increase fresh food supply in the store as seen
in the Argus Farm Stop model.
Nutrition incentives provide opportunities for under
resourced consumers to purchase more fruits and
vegetables at farmers markets and retailers. In
2019, 35.2 million Americans, including 5.3 million
children, resided in food insecure households
(United States Department of Agriculture, 2020). To
say a household is food insecure means that the
household does not have access to enough food
(Feeding America, n.d.). While the data for 2020
is not yet available, there is concern that these
numbers will increase substantially from the current
rate of one in ten to a rate of one in six Americans
being food insecure due to the pandemic (Feeding
America, 2020).
What can retailers do?
Creative partnerships and strategies may help
leverage resources, reduce barriers to drive sales,
and ultimately can positively impact the health of
community residents. Nutrition incentive programs
can also increase the buying power of individuals
qualifying for SNAP, as the Argus Farm Stop retail
model illustrates. Retailers accepting nutrition
incentives enable partnerships with community
stakeholders to increase store sales (United States
Department of Agriculture, 2016). Nutrition education
and in-store marketing may also increase customer
purchases of healthy food products.

Knowing that consumers’ food purchasing
decisions are still largely driven by taste and price,
offering cooking demonstrations and nutrition
education in the store could assist shoppers in
their understanding of how to prepare fruits and
vegetables, alongside recommendations for saving
money at the store (IFIC, 2020). Partnering with
local universities, extension offices, and healthcare
institutions may provide no-cost training for store
owners on small changes that can drive use of
nutrition incentives. Programs like the Healthy
Corner Store Initiative show how slight modifications
to produce displays can increase purchases of fruits
and vegetables (International Center for Corporate
Responsibility, 2016). Studies show that fruit and
vegetable purchases increase as the amount of shelf
space dedicated to these products increases (United
States Department of Agriculture, 2016). Featuring
sale items in demonstrations can help address
customer concerns about price or taste.
Strategies for Accepting Incentives
•

Community partnerships

•

In-store marketing

•
•
•
•

Leverage resources
Nutrition education

Cooking demonstrations

Updated displays & signage

Creative purchasing models can increase purchases
of locally produced foods. Argus Farm Stop farm
products are taken on consignment. The farmers
are responsible for setting their own prices and
maintaining inventory. This model succeeds in
assuring fresh and rotating products while the store
retains a specific percentage of sales. If a large
quantity of products is needed, a store may locate
a nearby food hub, where products are aggregated,
stored, processed, and distributed – a strategy that
can assist in fulfilling the demand.
Customer engagement
By accepting federal food assistance programs
like SNAP or the Special Supplemental Nutrition
Program for Women, Infants and Children (WIC),
and more specifically, nutrition incentive programs
like Double Up Food Bucks, stores create a more
inclusive and welcoming shopping environment.
Working with partners and implementing creative
customer engagement strategies can help retailers
increase sales of featured products, assisting
consumers to effectively use nutrition incentives.
Creating value through local partnerships
over 600 people shop at Argus Farm Stop every
day. Wood crates house produce that was harvested
only a day or two before. Labels indicate the farm
from which the produce originated, and the price
is clearly marked. The bright hues of the produce
beckon year-round, with meat and other valueadded products available in cases and on shelves.
A producer dropping off their product can chat with
customers, which is an opportunity to increase
customers’ knowledge and perceived value of locally
sourced products.
Nutrition incentives are widely accepted by food
retailers. New and expanding incentive programs
provide opportunities for food retailers to accept
nutrition incentives specific to produce purchases.
Retailers can use strategies like partnering with local
farmers and community organizations to increase
variety of foods offered and customer participation
with the programs.
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